
3 Software design process



Overview

• Why isn’t software like hardware?

• How do good designers work?

• Building a model of the system

• Design methodology

– representation

– process

• Constraints



3.1 Challenge of software design

• Hardware capability grown exponentially, smaller and

cheaper; Software production has not. Why?



3.1 Challenge of software design

• Hardware capability grown exponentially, smaller and

cheaper; Software production has not. Why?

– Complexity: no two parts alike, system may possess

many states in execution

– Conformity: expected to adapt to standards im-

posed by hardware or existing software

– Changeability: suffers modification, seemingly easy

– Invisibility: intangible, hard to represent concretely



How do developers succeed?

• In 1988, a study examined how designers develop mod-

els for familiar problems, unfamiliar problems (familiar

domain), and unfamiliar problems (unfamiliar domain).

• Designers:

– used abstract mental model to simulate system

– expanded model detail systematically, i.e., kept all

elements of design at same level of detail

– made constraints on design explicit (esp. unfamiliar)

– re-used previous designs, identified in plans by a tag

– noted future intentions (avoiding too much detail)

• Some designers are better than others, so what can we

learn from them?



Good designer characteristics

project performance
Identification with

application domain
Familiarity with

to others

Skill in

technical vision
communicating

1. familiarity with application domain enabled them to
map easily between problem and solution

2. skill in communicating technical vision to other project
members (much design work done in interaction)

3. identification with project goals, taking on significant
management responsibility to ensure success



3.2 Structuring the design process

• They are opportunistic, even with systematic methods:

– decisions postponed when required info unavailable

– modules defined in anticipation of later stages

• Many designers did not have good programming skills!

We want:

• flexible design tools that allow opportunism and struc-

ture the process when we lack domain knowledge

• firm structure for systematic elaboration of design



What we need from a design methodology

1. Representation: to turn designer’s ideas into a model

of the problem and hence a solution

• technical drawings (engineering design)

• data flow, data structures & hierarchy of subroutines

(software design)

2. Process: to develop a design by transformation and

elaboration into detailed blueprints

• identifying design actions to be performed

• creating & transforming representations

• considering constraints

• making choices based on quality measures

• verifying & validating the design



3.3 Design models



Stages in the design process

Whatever process is used, major development tasks are:

• planning (requirements analysis) – what is needed

• analysis (specification) – what system should do

• design – how the system should meet specification

• implementation & testing – translation of design into

program, and evaluation



Library system example: planning & analysis

Computer system to support the issue, reservation, recall

and return of books, CDs and DVDs for local library

• Planning (requirements analysis)

– Identifying needs of library staff and users (use cases):

∗ For example, need to view number of copies of a

book on loan, or books on short loan list.

∗ Should consider dependencies from users’ needs.

– User oriented

• Analysis (specification)



Library system example: planning & analysis

Computer system to support the issue, reservation, recall

and return of books, CDs and DVDs for local library

• Planning (requirements analysis)

• Analysis (specification)

– Translates needs into functions system must provide:

∗ For example, book reservation function should spec-

ify behaviour when borrowing limit exceeded, or if

borrower already has book.

∗ User-friendly, intuitive system (look-and-feel aspects)

– Solution oriented



3.4 Software modelling approaches

1. Lifecycle models (structured design, transform)

• sequential software production, each stage self-contained

• strong management framework:

– techniques and tasks readily identified

– setting of milestones for recording progress

– continuous development of documentation

2. Incremental models (RAD, XP, evolutionary)

• repeated enhancement of interim solutions (kaizen)

• development of prototypes, technical experiment to

– develop specifications

– evaluate design options

• less easy to organize and manage



Waterfall model (Transform)

• Transform model: automatic conversion of a formal

specification into a program that satisfies the spec.

Coding

Testing

Design

requirements
userPlanning

Analysis

Waterfall model (Royce 1970) recognizes feedback paths.



Waterfall model (Transform)

• Transform model: automatic conversion of a formal

specification into a program that satisfies the spec.

Coding

Testing

Design

functional
specification

Planning

Analysis

Waterfall model (Royce 1970) recognizes feedback paths.



Waterfall model (Transform)

• Transform model: automatic conversion of a formal

specification into a program that satisfies the spec.

Coding

Testing

Design
blueprints

system

Planning

Analysis

Waterfall model (Royce 1970) recognizes feedback paths.



Waterfall model (Transform)

• Transform model: automatic conversion of a formal

specification into a program that satisfies the spec.

Coding

Testing

Design

bug
reports

code
program

Planning

Analysis

Waterfall model (Royce 1970) recognizes feedback paths.



Spiral model (Evolutionary)

• Evolutionary model: high level prototypes, gradually re-
fined to produce eventual system

Spiral model (Boehm 1988) emphasises progress.



Spiral model (Evolutionary)

• At each stage in the spiral:

– objectives of the stage are identified

– constraints and options are listed and explored

– risks involved in choosing each option are evaluated

– plan for how to proceed to next stage is determined

Spiral model (Boehm 1988).



3.5 System constraints

• For moving house, constraints are functional (doors,
windows, sockets) and aesthetic (colour, feng shui).

• Typical constraints in software design:

– file formats

– data transfer protocols

– processing speed

– memory requirements

– peripheral devices

– style of user interface

– security restrictions

• Detailed design can be affected by the implementation:

– existing hardware platform(s), OS & compilers

– language type dependent on programmer skills



3 Software design process summary

• Challenge of software design

– complex, conformal, changeable, invisible

• Good designers

– familiar with problem domain

– skillful communicators

– own the project

• Model building

– lifecycle model (transform, sequential)

– incremental model (evolutionary, prototype)

• Constraints


